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Multivariate curve resolution (MCR) was successfully ap- domain is analyzed with either a single- or a multiexponen-
plied to the analysis of DOSY experiments on polymer mixtures tial fit or ILT at each frequency channel. The analysis is
and GPC-NMR experiments on industrial copolymer samples. performed independently of other frequency channels. Thus
MCR generates pure factors of spectral and concentration pro- these methods do not use intrinsic information in the DOSY
files using, successively, principal factor analysis, Varimax rota-

data that the entire spectral bandshape of each component is
tion, and alternating least-squares optimization. The method

attenuated similarly. This information has been incorporateddescribed is robust and can be directly applied to DOSY and
into the global least-squares analysis (CORE) of component-GPC-NMR data and one obtains 1H NMR spectra of the individ-
resolved FT-PFGSE NMR spectroscopy (5) . In this analy-ual compounds with their corresponding diffusion or elution
sis, for n components, n global self-diffusion coefficients areprofiles, respectively. q 1998 Academic Press

Key Words: GPC-NMR; diffusion-ordered spectroscopy; princi- sufficient for modeling the DOSY experiment completely.
pal factor analysis; multivariate curve resolution; polymers. This analysis is less dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio,

but requires the presence of nonoverlapping parts of compo-
nent bandshapes, or parts that overlap differentially and to
a varying extent with other component bandshapes through-INTRODUCTION
out the spectrum. However, the method still relies on a multi-
exponential fit of each of the frequency channels which isThe application of diffusion-ordered spectroscopy to de-
optimized using a direct search minimization routine. A ma-termine the composition of mixtures is based on differences
jor drawback of this analysis is that one must know thein the diffusion coefficients of the individual compounds.
number of spectral components prior to the analysis.Several methods have been developed to process the diffu-

In this paper, we describe a quick analysis of component-sion dimension of DOSY data. In cases of high spectral
resolved FT-PFGSE spectroscopy by means of modern sta-resolution and no spectral overlap, the data can be processed
tistical methods to extract the individual components fromby fitting each frequency channel to a single Stejskal–Tan-
complex mixtures. This analysis is similar to the NIPALSner exponential (1) . Johnson and co-workers have devel-
analysis described by Schulze and Stilbs (6) . For the latter,oped other approaches for the evaluation of multicomponent
however, two data sets are needed in which the spectralecho decay (2) . Multicomponent decays may be observed
components are attenuated differently prior to the actual dif-in cases of spectral overlap in mixtures or in cases of polydis-
fusion experiment resulting in spectral distortions. Analtekpersity for single compounds. The easiest approach,
and Windig modified the previous method and expressed it inSPLMOD, assumes a discrete diffusion coefficient for each
terms of the generalized rank annihilation method (GRAM)of the components (3) . This procedure fits the data to a
(7, 8) . This method uses one regular DOSY data set thatmultiexponential curve and requires a good signal-to-noise
is split into two submatrices and assumes that all spectralratio. This analysis works reliably for two components if the
components are present in both submatrices. The methoddiffusion coefficients differ by at least a factor of 2. The
requires a priori understanding of the intensity profiles ofother analysis, namely CONTIN, involves an inverse La-
the spectral components or the spectra of the pure compo-place transformation (ILT) that assumes a continuous distri-
nents and, therefore, cannot be used to analyze regular ki-bution of sizes, i.e., diffusion coefficients (4) . Yet again,
netic or chromatographic data. In contrast, MCR analysis isthis analysis requires a good signal-to-noise ratio and was
a more generalized method and no assumptions are madedeveloped to determine size distributions in polydisperse
with regard to the intensity profiles and only a single datasamples.

In the aforementioned data analysis methods, the diffusion matrix is required for the computation.
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FIG. 1. (a) Mean spectrum of DOSY data set, comprising 24 proton NMR spectra recorded with varying gradient strengths (0–65 G/cm). Sample
consisted of three polymers in water (W): polyethyleneglycol (PEG-425), polyacrylic acid (PAA, 2 kDa), and maltodextran (MD, 18 kDa). (b) Proton
NMR spectrum of 1st factor, polyethyleneglycol (PEG-425) (top), and spin-echo decay profile of 1st factor (bottom). (c) Proton NMR spectrum of
2nd factor, maltodextran (MD, 18 kDa) (top), and spin-echo decay profile of 2nd factor (bottom). (d) Proton NMR spectrum of 3rd factor, polyacrylic
acid (PAA, 2 kDa) (top), and spin-echo decay profile of 3rd factor (bottom). (e) Proton NMR spectrum of 4th factor, water ( top), and spin-echo decay
profile of 4th factor (bottom).

The MCR analysis described in this paper is applied di- decay profiles. These pure echo decay profiles for each com-
ponent can be used to determine the size distribution inrectly to one DOSY data set obtained with the LED pulse

sequence using bipolar gradient pulses (9) . The result of the sample by means of multiexponential fitting routines or
inverse Laplace transformations. The requirements for thisMCR analysis is a set of individual spectra with their echo
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quired to convert the abstract vectors into real chemical fac-
tors. This means generating real or ‘‘pure’’ spectra of the
individual species so that proper identifications can be made,
and generating real or ‘‘pure’’ concentration information
(decay profiles for DOSY and elution profiles for GPC-
NMR) for each species. This is accomplished by using a
Varimax rotation (VMAX) (10–12) followed by alternating
least-squares optimization (ALS) (13) . This method is simi-
lar in concept to the iterative target transformation factor
analysis described by Vandeginste (14) . The theories of
PFA, VMAX, and ALS have been described thoroughly in
the literature (15–19) and only a conceptual treatment will
be given below.

Principal factor analysis assumes a bilinear data structure
and attempts to separate the original (m 1 n) data matrix,
D , into two submatrices, C and S :

D Å CrST . [1]

C is an (m 1 q) matrix of the coefficients related to the real
concentration profiles and S is an (n 1 q) matrix of vectors

FIG. 1—Continued related to the real spectra. For the sake of clarity, in PFA
the reference to ‘‘spectra’’-like vectors will be called factors
(S) and reference to ‘‘concentration’’-like vectors will be
called scores (C) . The solution of the above relationshipanalysis are similar to those for CORE analysis, but the
(Eq. [1]) is not unique and any number of solutions willadvantage is that MCR analysis does not require any a priori
satisfy this equation. The abstract solutions of C and S areknowledge. In cases of completely identical bandshapes,
composed of linear combinations of the real concentrationMCR analysis will result in a single spectral component with
profiles and the real spectral profiles of the pure chemicala multicomponent decay, which may be further analyzed for
species present in the original data set.polydispersity in polymer samples.

The objective in MCR is to produce pure factors andAnother important tool in the analysis of polymer samples
scores. The number of possible solutions to Eq. [1] mustis separation based on their hydrodynamic volume. Gel per-
be restricted by chemical or physical meaning so that themeation chromatography has long been established as a tool
concentration and spectral profiles reflect the character offor determining the apparent molecular weight and molecu-
the true components in the data set. The most commonlar weight distribution of polymers based on their retention
way to achieve this is through a process called constrainedvolumes. GPC or any other liquid chromatography method
alternating least-squares optimization. ALS forces thecan be interfaced with NMR and may provide complemen-
spectral and concentration profiles to conform to a prioritary information to the DOSY data. GPC-NMR allows the
knowledge about the data structure. In the case of DOSYcorrelation of MW distribution with chemical information
data, the spectral intensities and the diffusion decay pro-and provides important information on the composition of
files must both be nonnegative. These are reasonable con-polymer blends or copolymers. GPC analysis of polymer
straints to place on the expected data structure since inblends or copolymer samples has insufficient chromato-
both instances, negative values are not allowed if the solu-graphic resolution, however, and 1H NMR spectroscopy of
tion to Eq. [1] is to be real.polymers results in broad, often severely overlapping peaks.

Usually, ALS takes abstract factors and scores as input atIn this paper, we demonstrate that MCR analysis can be
the start of the process and performs an iterative least-applied to the analysis of GPC-1H NMR data of polymer
squares vector rotation of the data. In order to facilitate thesamples to extract the pertinent information.
optimization process, one can apply an orthogonal rotation
of abstract vectors in a self-modeling way, taking advantageTHEORY
of the basic underlying structure of the data. Varimax is
such a rotation and is applied to abstract factors in order toPrincipal factor analysis (PFA) (10) generates abstract

eigenvectors and eigenvalues and an additional step is re- segregate the more significant factors from the less signifi-
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FIG. 2. (a) Average spectrum of the DOSY data set for a mixture of polyacrylic acid (PAA, 2 kDa) and polyacrylamide (PAM, 7 kDa). (b) Proton
NMR spectrum of 1st factor, polyacrylic acid (2 kDa), obtained from MCR analysis of DOSY data (top) and reference spectrum of PAA (bottom).
Comparison of spin-echo decay curve of ‘‘resolved’’ resonance directly obtained from DOSY data and the spin-echo decay of the 1st factor obtained
from MCR analysis. (c) Proton NMR spectrum of 2nd factor, polyacrylamide (7 kDa), obtained from MCR analysis of DOSY data (top) and reference
spectrum of PAM (bottom). Comparison of spin-echo decay curve of ‘‘resolved’’ resonance directly obtained from DOSY data and the spin-echo decay
of the 2nd factor obtained from MCR analysis.

cant ones. The factors are rotated such that the total variance factors. This rotation helps to segregate the factor space,
making interpretation easier.of the squared factors is maximized which has the effect of

giving more importance to either very large or very small The ALS process is initiated after either the Varimax rota-
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tion step or, if the Varimax rotation is not performed, imme-
diately after the abstract factor analysis step. Constraints are
imposed sequentially on the scores and factors followed by
a least-squares optimization of data before proceeding to the
next step. Starting with the score matrix (C) , all negative
values are set equal to zero, and then new factors are gener-
ated in a least-squares manner from the data matrix using a
generalized inverse equation.

C Å DrSr( ST
rS)01 . [2]

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional representation of GPC-NMR data of Narlex
Subsequently, the factor matrix (S) is constrained and new DC-1 polymer (left) . The x axis represents the spectroscopic information

and the y axis represents the chromatographic dimension. Proton NMRscores are generated in a similar manner:
spectra are shown at the leading, middle, and trailing edge of the eluting
peak (right) .S Å DT

rCr(CT
rC)01 . [3]

The entire process is done iteratively and continues until the
amide (PAM, 7 kDa). In the region between 1.0 and 2.5solution converges according to a predefined criterion which
ppm, severe overlap of the resonances between PAA andis, typically, a sum-squared residual calculation on the recon-
PAM exists. The MCR analysis, however, has no problemsstructed data set.
in extracting the ‘‘pure’’ spectral profiles of PAA and PAMMCR analysis is applicable to any data set where the
as shown in Figs. 2b and 2c. The reference spectra of bothspectral features change with time and are recorded with
polymers are shown for comparison. The spin-echo decayssufficient time resolution such that each component that
of the pure components have improved over the decay pro-needs to be resolved has a unique maximum or variance
files of the ‘‘resolved’’ peaks of each of the polymers (Figs.with time. MCR analysis can be applied to chromato-
2b and 2c). This is due to the better signal-to-noise since thegraphic data with seemingly coeluting peaks or kinetic
whole spectrum is used in the determination of the intensityexperiments in which the concentration of chemical spe-
(score) of each spectral component in the diffusion-attenu-cies changes with time. Diffusion-ordered NMR spectros-
ated spectra. For mixtures of polydisperse samples, it is bet-copy provides data with this type of information which
ter to extract the pure profiles before analyzing the spin-can be analyzed by MCR.
echo decays with multiexponential fits or inverse Laplace
transformations.RESULTS

MCR analysis can also be applied to GPC-NMR data
of polymers where the separation is insufficient to resolveFigure 1a shows the mean spectrum of a DOSY data set

comprising 24 experiments with gradient strengths varying individual components in mixtures. Figure 3 shows a two-
dimensional representation of the GPC-NMR experiment onfrom 0.6 to 65 G/cm. The sample consists of a mixture of

three polymers in water: PEG, MW Ç425; PAA, MW Ç2 a commercial copolymer, Narlex DC-1, which consists of
acrylic acid (AA) and laurylmethylacrylic acid (LMA). ThekDa; and maltodextran, MW Ç18 kDa. MCR analysis of

the DOSY data results in four significant factors, including GPC elution profile is broad, indicating a wide distribution
in the molecular weight. Examination of the proton NMRwater. The spectroscopic information and spin-echo decay

of each individual factor are shown in Figs. 1b through spectra throughout the elution peak indicates the presence
of more than one spectral component. One needs a more1e. This experiment clearly demonstrates that MCR analysis

works well in cases of low signal-to-noise ratio (see poly- thorough analysis, however, to correlate the chemical infor-
mation with molecular weight information which is achievedacrylic acid (PAA)) and overlapping signals (PEG and mal-

todextran). The small S /N ratio for the PAA results in a by MCR.
The application of MCR analysis to this data set revealsless than perfect exponential decay. MCR analysis does not

rely, however, on the exponential character of the decay but the existence of two significant factors with severely overlap-
ping elution profiles as shown in Fig. 4. MCR analysis ofonly on the variance of the intensity with gradient strength.

This would imply that MCR analysis of DOSY data obtained GPC-NMR data is more precise since each component in a
mixture will have its unique elution maximum. The resultswith less than perfect field gradients ( i.e., room temperature

shims) would be possible. are consistent with the fact that this polymer is a mixture of
two forms, i.e., the extended and collapsed form of the AA/Figure 2a shows the average spectrum of the DOSY data

set for a mixture of polyacrylic acid (2 kDa) and polyacryl- LMA copolymer. Depending on the 2-propanol to water
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130 VAN GORKOM AND HANCEWICZ

ratio used in the polymerization reaction, different forms
of the polymer are obtained. Narlex DC-1 is made under
experimental conditions that fall between the two extremes
that would yield mainly collapsed or extended polymer
forms. The results are also consistent with the fact that the
collapsed form of the Narlex DC-1 polymer tends to have
a higher molecular weight.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrates that MCR analysis of DOSY
FIG. 4. Proton NMR spectra of the two factors obtained from MCRdata generates pure spectra of the individual components for

analysis of GPC-NMR data of Narlex DC-1 (left) . The factors are identifiedidentification. The pure spin-echo diffusion decays that are
as the extended (solid) and collapsed (dashed) form of Narlex DC-1.obtained for the individual components may be used to deter-
Elution profiles of extended (solid) and collapsed (dashed) form of Narlex

mine the diffusion coefficient/distribution. The method is DC-1 copolymer.
reliable and robust and does not rely on the perfect exponen-
tial character of the DOSY data and may allow the analysis

The operator input is limited to selecting the number ofof DOSY data obtained using gradient pulses created by
significant factors from the PFA before the Varimax rotationroom temperature shims. In general, MCR analysis can be
is performed.performed on a data set consisting of 16 to 24 gradient-

attenuated spin echoes. For small differences in diffusion
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